Circular No. /0 /2016

Sub: Crime Review Meeting & ADsGP Meeting – Reg.

Crime Review by the State Police Chief is very important not only from the statistics point of view but also in view of conducting proper investigation and prosecution. It is seen that the Crime Review Meetings, being held in the PHQ, are not giving focus on successful investigation and prosecution.

It is also seen that the ADsGP Meetings being held on the day of the Crime Conference are also not highly focused.

In the circumstances the following instructions are issued.

1) Crime Review Meetings will review all important cases pending finalization. It means important under investigation cases in the respective jurisdictions of the IsGP to be reviewed. The IsGP must come prepares to discuss important cases especially cases of homicide, kidnapping, insurgency related crimes, rapes etc. The review will be held to find out the way forward to complete the investigation expeditiously, to appoint special prosecutors etc. The IGP is expected to know the details of the cases as details will be asked by the SPC. It must be also understood that each IGP must bring at least 5 most important cases for discussion. The details will be in a one-page sheet which will have case number, sections of law, date of registration, present position, why it is pending.

2) The important cases which have been reported during previous month will also be discussed in addition to these 5 cases.
3) IsGP are also requested to bring the details of important cases under trial. It is very crucial that fruitful discussion takes places for improving investigation and prosecution. The contribution of ADsGP in this endeavour is highly desirable.

4) During crime conference, Director of Forensic Science Laboratory shall be present with all details of pendency etc.

5) In the ADsGP meeting, the range IsGP will also be present.

6) ADsGP Meetings will discuss mater of critical importance which will push Kerala Police into higher pedestals. The discussion will be highly focused and will bring out policies, strategies etc. Matters relating to technological upgradation, technological innovation etc. will also be discussed. The recently formed Police Technological Group will bring in technological experts, if they want to present something new.

7) Police Establishment Board (PEB) will be held as being held.

Loknath Behera IPS
State Police Chief, Kerala
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